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ABSTRACT

We shall investigate the linear excitation of electrostatic

current Buneaan Instability In both unmagnetized and magnetized

homogeneous plasma. The frequency, growth rate and conditions of

excitation of such Instability are obtained analytically. We consider

that the current velocity u (due to relative streaming of ions and

electrons) slightly exceeds the instability threshold velocity u

and that the electron temperature is ouch higher than the Ion temperature

1. Hit reduction

The hydrodynaoic Buneman Instability i s excited in a horaogeneouu plasma when
X -i J.

the current velocity ( U= tt-iM' ) 1B much greater than the electron thermal
1/

velocity (V-S(7e.//tyf) ) IV3]. On the other hand, at current velocity

comparable with the thermal velocity of electrons, and on considering the

details of the electron velocity distribution function, this instability

becomes kinetio [4-6].

Excitation of Buneman Instability imposes Btringent conditions on beam

speed and density when plasma 1B heated by electron beam [7]. Besides, this

instability puts the plasma into turbulent state [8]. Per example, in plasma

with Tg ^^ % i t n e reverse effect of such oscillation on resonance

electron leads to a very strong turbulent heating of electrons, vhich

stops only st LL- ~ \y- , where excitation of hydrodynandc oscillations

is Impossible [9],

In fact, there la no cleai^-cut experimental verification of Buneman

lnatabillty. The major difficulty ia dua to the rapid growth rate of the

instability (ill, — ft ) t
 and thus the rapid heating of electrons, which

can eanlly violate the initial cold plasma conditions. In addition, the

adlabaticity condition (a plasma isolated from an external pownr supply)

ia tUfficult to realize for the experimental study of the instability [ l ] .

Many authors studied the Buneman instability, e.g., Sl-Naggar, et al

[1O"| Investigated the excitation of such instability in a homogeneous, un-

magnetized plasma, at T, ^ T • The smallnesa of the parameter &U. ILL ̂  *
1 9 Cr= U-U ) is uBod to find an analytical solution of the linear

dispersion describing the electrostatic oscillations. It is assumed that
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the equilibrium velocity distribution functions of the particles are

Maxwellian. liie instability leads to excitation of negative energy waves

and bears a threshold character, the threshold value of the current velocity

eorrespending to the instability boundary being several times greater than

the thermal velocity of electrons.

In the present work we follow the works [5, 10], but for hot electron

plaama (T Vs. T.). TWo cases are d-tudied, (i) unmagnetized plaama, (ii)

magnetized plasma. The instability is investigated in the proximity of

excitation threshold, when A l t 4£ {JL . I t was of interest to compare
Or

the results obtained here with that of previous works [5, 10, 11].

2. Threshold of Instability In Isotroplo Plaama

Considering excitation of unmagnetized homogeneous plasma oscillation in

the linear approximation when the amplitude of wave electric field is

negligibly small, the dispersion equation for electrostatic waves in a one-

dimensional case i3:

where we assumed

_ o

the equilibrium velocity distribution functions of

(x)

ions and electrons to be Haxvrellion, and
Ai*

Solutions of (l) depend on the electron-ion temp''future ratio 7$ I T.

and values of J\ . For TQ ̂  T., the conditions j)( [ ^ 1 and

IA • j ^ i i a r e v a l i 4 | a j l d introducing ) )K

rewrite equation (1) in the form:

1+ "& fcX!?

i w e c a n

with,

and we considered [K OC f *$> iO (low frequency branch).

For tl.e boundary of the instability, fa) must be pure real
. / -, \/
' ̂  U) , f. zz- O ), and accordingly we set:

(J_ ia the current velocity along K •

Seperating from (?) the real and imaginary parts and equating them to zero,

we obtain:

(3)

ia the probability integral viith complex argument
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T< U, (4)

/\€ /
A , S L. lUJtu I s the electron Tteby raflius.

Prom (4) i t in oloar that /(.• ~ A ,\ * and the value of

reaches i t3 maximum at minimum value of t t , . Let fi)if\ U-.,~ U , (X b« a

the critical velocity of inatability. Then from (4) i t follows that fx.€^'j

has itn maximum at:

/
* i/zF (5)

and the excitation of Btineman inatability atarta to take place at current

velocity;

L It

and phase velocity equal to the ion thermal velocityf

(6)

(7)

Accordingly, at time t — O we have al l the wavea are

( 0 - ^ ° )t while at tt — « - , , the first undamping wavea

are thoeie with KS Ko and \(a^$j^ t .
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3 . Linear Growing of Inatability '

Mow, we sfiaU oonsider the excitation of oscillations at time "6 £ ° ,

where the current velocity i s slightly higher than the instability threohold,

i.e., at U—+U+AU , &U4(U . In this case Y)> O , andit is

convenient to aonsider that;

£
and the following eatimatlona for X*. X ' are obtained!

where the small parameters /d^/=/XfX^ /« X. ,and

are given by:

Oh substituting relations (8)-(lO) into (2), we obtain:

(8)
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It is necessary to take into consideration that the growth rate changes

aignroorre3ponriing to the sign of &U (i«e«i 0. - AtL )i a n d

reachs i t s maximum at A/( — O ( i . e . , K — K

(hence,

) and Q~O .

) Bhould not containThia means that the growth rate

terms proportional to <Qjf • a

Prom (11), tha terms proportional to ("W , (i.e., in the zero

approximation) ares

= ° (12)

It is easy to make sure that, by asperating real and imagisviry p-irts of

till ; . fuiti.m, we have again formulas similar to (3) and (4).

To obtain the frequency CDL^ , and growth rate Q. of the

instability, we have to equate to zero all terms proportional to (

hence wo pet from (11):

Repression (14) shows that inf3tabilitieB ( Q. > © ) are the

illations ••tisfylng th»conditions

(13)

(U)

(15)

Prom (7), (13)—(lfj), it is clear that the instability takes place as

the excitation of a comparatively narrow package of wavoa with phase

velocity , of the order or equal to the ion thermal velocity.
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Conditiona (15) are in agreement with those obtained by '^l—'Jaggar et a l ,

0] for hot ion planma (?^ £> Te), and Klialil et a l . \1\~\ for iaothormal

plaama ( ^ Z TQ).

Maoiisium growth ra ts of Buneman Instabil i ty at T J£> T, is correspon-

ding to K= K and 0 m o ^

At T± ^ Tfl [10], the maximum growth rate ii gij-en by:

and i t ia easy to find that :

. (7; » 77 j
(18)

llda relation allows that, on increasing the temperature of elentrona with

respect to that of ions, this will lead to the decrease of the growth rate

of the instability. Hence, this type of instability will develop faster in

the plasma with T. ^ T6, and thia Is because the instability due to

a cold eleotron stream is generated by contribution of the entire group of

streaming electrons [ l?] .

In a similar way, for isothermal plasma (T. - Tfi) [11], we haves

Y >.• (irj

!l

and we can find the ratio:
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(20)

and s t i l l (20) shows the same property as (18), provided that (20) i s

valid for frequency region /CV ^ U? , ./CV

4. Magnetized Plasma

Ouppoae now tho plasma is placed in external static magnetic field

{ / ^ ^ ^ Ho )t ^nti- ''<-ua* *^e relative motion of electrons and ions

i3 along this field. In this caae the dispersion equation (2) will have

the form:

Sf O
in)

A' G*

is the cyclotron frequency ofjr is the Larmor radius, and

particle of kind <^-^ti) .

To derive ecpiatlon (?1), we aupposa the frequency of oscillations

to be appreciably higher than the ion cyclotron frequency, that the wave-.

length is considerably smaller than Larmor radius of ions, i .e . , Kfi^ { •

Por electrons, we consideredZoppoalteaituation, i . e . , Kp-^ i •

Accordingly, ions aro weakly mignetiBed, while electrons are strongly

magnetized.
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For boundary of oscillations ( Q s o ), we can obtain from (21),

for the imaginary part, the following formulaj

from which wo cam f ind:

,-(4f

(22)

(23)

where, £/,—

the magnetic field f/

(P is the anglo between the wave vector

, and;

and

A = ± (5- YJ

It follows from (23) that the oritioal current velocity is at minimum

value of £L,, t whens

•<!•; X = X = (24)

Hence, the instability has a threshold value of:

(25)

and the phase velocity still of the order of the ion thermal velocity. If

/0 «nd , , we have

In oomparlson with iaotropic case, relation (6), it is clear that the

effect of the magnetic field is the reduction of the threshold value of the

instability. This shows that Buneman instability appears faster in the

presence of external magnetic field.
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the
Ih*caBe of magnetised hot ion plasma (T. >^ T ) [5], the threshold

currant velocity is ̂ ,~/^^^- i ( % e S - 4 )t i«a-i In

magnetic field, these oscillations appear earlier in the oaae of hot electron

plasma than in hot ion plasma.

We can now writ* for the boundary of instability:

,and V , a

Let us study the effect of the external magnetio field on the growth

of the instability. We shall use the perturbation techniques used in

section .3., by finding all terms proportional to Hi , ( A ^ ) , Q

and £JAJ . This will give:

% 2
with. M _. £f

Solutions of (27) givea the frequency

oscillations in magnetic field as:

and growth rate of

(28)

-It-

(29)

where,

Prom (29) one can see that instability arises within the wave vector

rangeBJ

(30)

the
InAcase of longitudinal current ( (/ parallel to the magnetic field),

conditions (30) are the same as for excitation of auch instability in un-

magnetized plasma (relation (15)), i.e., It seems that the magnetic field will

not change the conditions of the instability for T & J§> ti . Even if the ion

temperature increased to exceed the electron temperature (T^ J^ T j ,

conditions (30) are still the sane as obtained by El-Naggar et al. [10].

Ttia maximum growth rate in magnetic field 1st

(31)

Comparing (31) and (16), we find that the maximum growth rate in

magnetio f ield i s about K P. times that in unnagaetized plasma with

To J^ T i • T»arefore, we conoluds that the magnetic field while increasing

the instability to some extent, doeB not change i t s conditions.

Evidently, this type of instability nay suturat? the processes of tha nonr-

linear scattering on plasma electrons and ionB. Besides, to describe the

nonlinear saturation of the instability i t i s necessary to develop the special

methods of strong turbulence theory.
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